
This method of determining a team captain involves a 
deep analysis of existing or previous captain profiles. 
These descriptive profiles (see figures 2 to 7) contain 
detailed information about the player from his 
demographic information to his understanding of the 
game and playing style. We strongly believe that these 
profiles contain enough information to help choose a
team's captain. This method of suggesting a captain 
p o s e s  m a n y  c h a l l e n g e s ,  f o r  e x a m p l e : 

where we plan to help decision makers to decide who 
should be the future captain of a team? Idea is to 
propose the team management possibly with a list of 
strong candidates with suggestion of the strongest 
candidate for captaincy. The basic idea is to build an 
ideal profile from existing captain's profiles and then 
suggest a future captain based on his similarity with the 
ideal profile. Major contribution of this paper include 
the formulation of a new research task (i.e. predicting a 
team captain using textual profiles), providing a data 
collection and performing experiments obtaining 
results of this task.
In any team game, it is always critical to choose a 
captain who is not only exemplary for the team 
members but also has the capability of managing team 
members well. However, it is not a very easy decision 
to make and is always prone to political and personal 
biasness, favoritism and poor insight of the game. The 
objective of this work is to predict the future captain of 
a team by finding its similarity with profile of previous 
captains. The purpose is not to choose a captain 
automatically when previous is relinquished but the 
objective is to provide a support to decision makers by 
providing them a list of promising players who based 
on their similarity with existing or previous captains 
can play the role of captain. For this purpose, we 
propose to build an ideal captain profile. The profile of 
a player is statistically matched with this ideal profile 
and player with the most similarity is predicted as a 
future captain. Block diagram of the system is shown in 
figure 1. In first step, Data collection is pre-processed 
and then profile of an ideal captain is created out of pre-
processed data. Later on, a match is made between an 
ideal captain profile and candidate profile to predict 
whether that candidate can be chosen as a captain or 
not.
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Abstract- The selection of a team captain is dependent 
on the performance, discipline of players in terms of 
various parameters in the concerned sports. In this 
paper we propose a new research task of captain 
recommendation system along with an approach for 
recommending a future team captain.  The idea is to 
match profiles of all candidates of captaincy with an 
ideal captain profile and the one having the highest 
similarity can be recommended as a captain. We use 
principal component analysis for this purpose.  A real 
world dataset of more than 76 Captain of different 
countries is taken from Cricinfo – the world's largest 
database for game of cricket having information about 
50000 players from all over the world. 

  The decision support systems (DSS)are such 
automated systems that are supposed to support 
decision making activities within an organization. Such 
systems provide great deal of help on several levels of 
management and help improving business operations. 
Decision support systems can totally be independent 
without any human involvement or they can be under 
supervision of some human or there can be some 
systems that are combination of both types. Such 
intelligent systems are need of the time and are 
becoming part of each organization of each domain of 
real world. Sports are a broad domain where different 
intelligent systems are being used for different 
objectives. For example, cricket is one the game where 
use of technology is superseding the human involved. 
The use of Hawk-eye, hot-spot and Decision Review 
System (DRS) has big impact on results of the game 
[1]. It has been reported that these technologies have 
proven their worth in making on-field decisions. 
However, technology is also helping cricket for taking 
off-field decisions. For example, use of bio-mechanical 
labs for checking action of bowlers to decide if they 
have a valid action. This technology also helps in 
improving playing techniques of batsmen. This work 
aims to bring this use of technology to a next level 
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Figure 1: Figure describing the System

· To choose a set of keywords describing player of a 
profile, 

· To create an ideal profile from a set of profiles, 

In the rest of the paper, we describe how we cope with 
these challenges. In next section, we discuss some 
related work. In section III, we provide some 
information about our data source and in section IV, we 
discuss our experiments and results. We end our paper 
with conclusion of our work. 

II. RELATED WORK

 Unfortunately, we have not found any similar kind 
of work in the literature i.e. a work on prediction of 
team's future captain. However, we discuss some works 
that are not exactly relevant to our work but can be 
discussed because somehow they use data mining 
techniques in sports field. It has been observed that 
most of the related work deals with selection and 
ranking of players [3, 4, 5, 6] while others have work on 
prediction of a team performance [7, 8, 9] and many 
others have attempted to improve the spirit of the game 
[10, 11, 12].

A. Selection and Ranking of Players
This category of related works deals with selection and 
ranking of players of a team according to their 
performances in previous games. [6] use PCA 
(Principal Component Analysis) for ranking captains 
of different teams by choosing some parameters like 
win-lose ratio and other on-field performances.  [3] 
describes about the player performance of T20 cricket. 
The authors mainly focus on T20 cricket and normally 
when there are not enough matches played. The authors 
derived a new formula for such situations, their formula 
ranked the players either they are batsman or bowler. 
They measure the performance in case of small number 
of matches. According to the authors, if ordinary 

· To find a way to match the profiles to select a future 
captain.

measurement will be used in small number of matches, 
then we can't get fruitful results. [4] mainly focuses on 
batting performance using Moving Range Control 
Chart and Individual player ranking. They choose some 
top ranked players and after performing different types 
of calculations and analysis, they compare the 
performance of players. The work presented in [5] 
focuses on IPL Competition. The authors perform 
component analysis on sports data. Specially, the 
authors discuss the application of PC (Principal 
Components) in cricket players ranking. Faez Ahmed 
and co-authors [13] focus on player's selection in 
cricket by reducing the budget. They introduce a new 
scheme named "Novel Representation" and multi 
objective approach was also used based on NSGA-II 
algorithm. This new formulation is also introduced be 
the authors of this research. They suggest a multi 
criteria approach for team selection. The work method 
is simple and generic and can be easily implemented in 
other sports like baseball, soccer and like games. Dr. 
Parag Shah and co-authors [14] introduce a new 
formulation named "Pressure Index" for player's 
evaluation in terms of performance under pressure 
time. This new measure measures the pressure under 
which a batsman is playing. Gurshan Singh et. Al. [15, 
16] ranks players by measuring their performances 
using fuzzy logic. [17] uses data mining technique to 
select player. Their association rule based analysis 
reveals the performance of Indian cricketers. They also 
suggest that this same methodology can be applied for 
cricket players from other teams.

B. Prediction of Team Performance
[7] proposed a system determined to predict the score 
of first innings of a match and a single batsman. They 
use linear regression technique for this purpose. [8] 
work on prediction of selected players for a particular 
match. This is applied for selection of bowlers as well 
as batsmen. They use several features like number of 
innings played, batting average, strike rate, etc for 
batsmen selection while number of innings, number of 
over, bowling average, etc for bowler selection. All 
these features are fed to several machine learning 
algorithms like Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, Random 
Forest and Support Vector Machines where Random 
Forest classifier gives the best performance for both 
bowlers and batsmen.
[9] proposed a Linear Regression based solution to 
predict the performance of a team based on the past 
performance of its players who have appeared most for 
the team. They compute features like home team, away 
team, stadium, toss winner, toss decision, home-team-
weightage and away-team-weightage which are fed to a 
Random Forest Classifier to train the model and make a 
prediction on unseen matches. 

C. Miscellaneous Work
Besides work on evaluation of performance of players
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Profile of a player is general description about the 
player indicating his positive and negative points. It 
mostly contains adjectives and verbs about his style of 
batting or bowling and the way he perceives the game. 
Tables 1 to 6 describe complete profile of a Pakistan 
cricketer Saqlian Mushtaq as found on Cricinfo.

Table 3: Bowling averages of the player

Table 2: Batting and Fielding averages of the player

Table 4: Career Statistics of the player

Table 5: List of Recent matches played by the 
player 

A. Cricinfo Player Profile

A linear model is proposed in this work with conclusion 
that a player's performance is significantly affected by 
his team rankings. Authors of [10] highlight the various 
region-wise injuries sustained in cricket along with 
their epidemiology, biomechanics, treatment, and 
prevention. The work in [11] criticizes the lack of 
projection female cricketers get in electronic and social 
media. They highlight the aspects where research in 
female participation cricket need to be explored. [12] 
discusses political aspects and related problems of 
cricket.

and prediction of game results, a lot of work exists for 
various tasks as defined by research community and in 
this sub-section we will discuss some noticeable 
attempts. A wide variety of works from injuries to 
political reviews can surprise anyone because of the 
scope of attention this game of cricket is getting in 
research. [18] focuses on “follow-on” decision in test 
cricket. They collected 391 test matches records from 
1997 to 2007. They describe how different strategy 
about declaration of players varies from one innings to 
second. According to the authors, as matches' progress, 
their defined variable also increases from 44 percent to 
80 percent at the end of third innings. Authors of [19] 
develop a model to predict the player performance as a 
function of certain characteristics related to the player, 
the team and the match series. 

 Cricinfo is a collection of thousands of player's 
records about their bating and bowling. Our main focus 
is on the data that is provided in profiles of players (i.e. 
figure 7). This data is about the history, nature, player 
positive points and negative points like a little story of 
every player.

We have seen that current literature regarding cricket is 
very much diverse in their tasks however many people 
have worked on selection and ranking of players and 
our work can be considered in this category too.

III. CRICINFO – THE LARGEST 

CRICKETING DATABASE

Table 1: Background of the player 

A player profile in cricinfo consists of 6 parts i.e. his 
bio-data, batting and fielding averages, bowling 
averages, career statistics, recent matches and profile. 
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B. Building Ideal Profile

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In table 10, all gathered data of captain are summarized 
in the form of total words in the profile as well as 
positive words. We use the most trusted lexicon 
WordNet [2] to extract list of positive words from each 
profile. It is to be noted that we decided to not to use 
negative words because it is very obvious that generally 
we look for positive aspects of a player when looking 
for a team captain.

We have a collection of positive words for each 
previous captain to build an ideal profile of a captain. 
We use principal component analysis (PCA) [20] to 
create an ideal profile from this set of profiles. PCA has 
been used in research for prediction related tasks 
[21,22] and therefore can be considered a reliable 

It can be seen in table 6 that descriptive profile 
summarizes the player's style of playing in a very 
detailed manner. This profile contains nouns, 
adjectives, adverbs and verbs describing the player.  
This makes it an ideal entity for our use in ambition to 
predict future captain. 

A. Data Pre-Processing
We select profile of 76 captains (existing or previous) 
for building an ideal profile. Descriptive profiles of 
selected captains are tagged with parts-of-speeches. As 
described earlier that players profiles contain positive 
or negative words to describe their qualities and 
shortcomings.

Table 6: Descriptive profile of the player method. The words collected from different profiles are 
used as factors and we provide scores to each word 
according to number of occurrences a word in each 
profile. We have two choices for building an ideal 
profile using PCA:

Based on Eigenvalues

When we analyze our data using Eigenvalue, it 
provides too few components. Only 73 components 
returned by this approach, which doesn't cover the 
existing variables or generally speaking, it skips the 
number of players. As we have 76 players, when 
extraction is applied to the positive words of 76 players, 
we have to miss 9 players and only 67 players qualify 
on the components or factors returned by this approach. 
Therefore, we use second approach which is suitable 
for our analysis. We test with different number of 
factors:

In this approach, only those factors are chosen that have 
eigenvalue greater than the value provided. Default 
value for eigenvalue is 1.

· we apply 250 components extraction which gives 
satisfied results and all captain are covered using this 
number. 

After Putting all the data in SPSS and then by reducing 
terms according to the second approach, when number 
of fixed factors set to 250, following outcomes 
obtained by SPSS (figure 2). 

· 150 components extraction is used, it repeats the 
same,

In this approach, we can specify number of factors by 
ourselves. This is suitable, when number of factors 
returned by the PCA are less or greater than our 
expected results.

·  when 100 components extraction is used, it skips the 
players (captains), 

Fixed Number of Factors

Figure 2: Plot between Eigen-value and Component 
numbers
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captains in the recommended domain of values 
confirming them as recommended captain, hence 
confirming the success of PCA. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

APPENDIX

 We propose an approach for recommendation of 
team captain, a promising research task introduced in 
this paper. The basic idea behind this approach was to 
build an ideal profile based on previous or existing 
captain's profiles and the test if any candidate for 
captaincy relates to this idea profile to what extent. We 
use PCA for building ideal profile. We show that our 
profile successfully identify the captains. As part of our 
future work, we plan to use machine learning approach 
for the same purpose to identify some robust features 
for this task. 

Table 9: Captain Profiles Words with Positive Words in 
their Profiles

These are the computed scores for non-captains players 
according to ideal profile matching. According to this 
data, players like Hasan Raza and Azhar Ali are less 
likely to be recommended for captains of the team. 
However, this data can only be confirmed when we 
compute data for the existing data to confirm the 
accuracy. Therefore, when we apply same on declared 
captains profile (see table 9), we get maximum of the 

C. Results
As each player or captain profile having different 
length, we have to equalize the number of positive 
words. For this, we used %age:

From the above tabular data, we can estimate threshold 
value. The maximum and minimum values found in 
captain's data are: 

Hence, we decide to fix threshold value as same as 
minimum value i.e. 3.226. After building ideal profile 
and fixing a threshold value, now it's time to test our 
approach with non-captain data. For this purpose we 
select 15 random non-captain current players' profiles. 
After applying ideal profile to these non-captain 
players, we got the following point table (table 8) 
giving us the point of each player with relevant to the 
ideal profile. 

Table 7: Maximum and Minimum Values in Captains data

Table 8: Player Data (Non-Captain)
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